Abstracts
Blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging Regarding the transmit (Tx) aspect, shorter RF wavelength at UHF MRI makes it 89 difficult to achieve uniform B1+ excitation and contrast, which is especially progress has been made on this topic (Dymerska et al., 2018) .
133
The most efficient and direct way to eliminate B0 inhomogeneity and the 134 susceptibility effect is through B0 shim, i.e., generating complementary B0 field 135 offsets by using external hardware to null the unwanted ∆B0 fields in the body.
136
The passive shim (Wilson et al., 2002) Open-source, low-cost DC current amplifier boards were used to supply a multi- 
278
When parallel image acceleration is used, the image SNR was reduced by a 279 factor of g√R, where g is the g-factor (noise amplification factor) and R is the 280 acceleration factor. The g-factor maps were computed based on the differences 281 in noise level with and without acceleration so as to assess noise amplification in and within slices were quantitively calculated respectively.
301
The MC shim, including global and slice-optimized dynamic shim, was used for 302 whole-brain imaging and was conducted based on the scanner 2 nd order shim.
303
For global shim, whole-brain volume was chosen for shim current optimization; in described above is presented in Discussion.
320
The feasibility and efficacy of the MC shim in BOLD signal detection was first 321 investigated by quantitatively evaluating the tSNR of functional EPI acquisitions.
322
To evaluate the efficacy of MC shim in reducing the nuisance susceptibility were performed using AFNI (Cox, 1996) with default settings, and only voxels 345 with p-value < 0.001 were selected to present in the overlaid activation map.
347

Results
348
For the test loops, RF chokes caused an average 10.9% (2-segment loop) and Considering some Rx elements may not be in an optimal condition (inferred from 378 the asymmetric SNR pattern as in Fig.2) , we therefore managed to conduct 379 additional scans over a custom-made saline phantom by using a same and newly 380 supplied knee coil, recalculated the SNR and g-factors and presented the results
381
in Supplementary Fig.S2-S3 . Compared to the knee coil, the monkey coil 
416
In addition, voxels with a large B0 shift, which contributed to image distortions, The lower rows show the corresponding EPI slices. 449
450
As shown in Fig. 7 , the tSNR of the EPI time series with both MC global shim and 451 MC dynamic shim was comparable with that under 2nd-order shim, but a more The transmit homogeneity was sufficient to produce a uniform white-to-gray 494 matter contrast over most of the monkey brain, including the cerebellum, 495 thalamus, and brainstem. Therefore, the coil is suitable for studying top-down 496 functional connectivity, as well as feed-back and feed-forward networks between 497 the central neural system and peripheral neural system.
498
Interactions between the RF and DC shim circuitry was systematically 
508
The mechanical design of the proposed head coil for monkeys considered the 509 integration of a stereotactic frame for head fixation; therefore, the monkey head 510 installation procedure could be simplified, improving efficiency and convenience.
511
While maintaining high SNR and parallel imaging capability, the use of openings 512 in the coil housing further enabled simultaneous neuronal recording, stimulation, 513 intervention, and other effects, which are difficult to implement using existing 514 commercially available RF coils at 7T.
515
MC Shim
516
The acquired field maps showed good agreement with the predicted field maps, In the present study, we showed the efficacy of MC shim for BOLD fMRI studies.
569
The EPI time series maintained good temporal stability with either global or 
